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“Sexual Harrassment is sex discrimination” A conversation with Kobe University Professor
Alexander
Plaintiff in a historical case in the U.S. in the 1970’s
Why is sexual harassment impermissible? In the 1970’s, a group of women students who had
been victims of sexual harassment by Yale University faculty members claimed that the underlying
cause was sex discrimination. Their lawsuit is famous because it led to the creation of sexual
harassment grievance procedures in universities throughout the United States. From the beginning,
sexual harassment was considered as a violation of human rights in the United States. But how
about Japan? We spoke with about the essence of the problem with Professor Ronni Alexander (62),
one of the original plaintiffs and currently teaching at Kobe University. (ANDO Kyoko, NAKAZAWA
Keiko, NAKYAMA Yoko).
“If they were really equal, it would be possible to say ‘no’. Sexual harassment happens because
of inequality.”
Kobe University is on a mountain, overlooking the sea. Holding a yellowed newspaper clipping,
Prof. Alexander repeated these words.
In 1977, Alexander came to Japan to work at the Hiroshima YMCA. She became a research
assistant at Kobe University in 1989 and a professor in 1993, specializing in peace studies and
gender studies, but in the U.S. she is also known for another achievement.
In the 1970’s and 80’s, when sexual harassment was becoming a social issue in the US,
Alexander was a plaintiff in a case that led to the legal interpretation that “sexual harassment is sex
discrimination”. Alexander and a group of other Yale students brought a lawsuit against their
university. The suit bears her name: Alexander v. Yale University.
Alexander is from Los Angeles. She entered the well-known Yale University in 1973, hoping to
become a professional flautist. It was the fourth year of co-education at Yale. The majority of the
faculty and students were elite White men.
Alexander started at Yale filled with dreams and anxiety. That autumn, a male faculty member
told her, “I’ll be your flute teacher.” She was flattered that she had been singled out and trusted him
as someone she could depend on.
However, he began to lock the door during her lessons. Saying, “Let me check your breathing,”
he felt her breasts. He also kissed her. His actions escalated, but her classmates were also rivals,
and she had no one with whom she could discuss it. She felt, “If this is what it takes to study music,
I’ll have to put up with it.”
One day, she hit her head in an accident with a car, and as she was stumbling home, she ran
into him. “Let me give you a ride home.” She couldn’t refuse and got into his car. He took her to his
apartment and raped her. She blamed herself thinking, “It was bound to happen. There is nobody in
the world as stupid as me.”
There was no one she could tell. Finally she could not stand it any longer and in the winter of
her sophomore year, she took off to wander in Canada. Her sister did not know what had happened
but was worried and convinced her to return to school. She changed her major from music to
psychology. “I’m still angry that I had to give up music that way. Even though I might have done it
anyway, I wanted to be able to decide for myself.”

At that time, with the increasing number of women at Yale, a movement to protect the rights of
women on campus had emerged. Alexander was not the only person who had been sexually
harassed by that male faculty member and there were lots of rumors circulating about him. In her
senior year, Alexander was approached by a group working on sexual harassment and asked if she
would help them. She agreed. She sat down with two feminist legal scholars and for the first time,
she shared the story she had kept to herself for so long. When they told her, “You were raped. You
are not to blame,” she realized for the first time that “I was not in a position where I could refuse.”
In addition to Alexander, there was a person who had been offered a good grade in return for
having sex. After finding the university unwilling to deal with instances of sexual harassment by
several male faculty members, five women students filed suit in Federal District Court.
(Photo caption: “In order to prevent sexual harassment from escalating, we need to create an
environment where people can talk about it from the start.”)
p. 2 (Title: Sexual Harassment must be recognized as a violation of human rights)
In 1972, Title IX, a regulation preventing discrimination on the basis of sex in education, was
passed by the United States government. The students claimed that Yale University was violating
Title IX and demanded that a grievance procedure for cases of sexual harassment be established.
Alexander had graduated from Yale by the time the suit was filed and that was used as a reason
to dismiss her from the case. Those who were still students took the struggle through an appeal, but
in September, 1980 their claim ended in defeat. However, this lawsuit provided an incentive for
universities throughout the United States to establish sexual harassment grievance procedures. The
court ruled that, “It is perfectly reasonable to maintain that academic advancement conditioned upon
submission to sexual demands constitutes sex discrimination in education.”
An American human rights organization ranks the plaintiffs of Alexander v. Yale University as
one group among the nine people who have had the most influence on establishing gender equality
in education.
(Photo caption; left: Alexander engaged in volunteer activities in Hiroshima. Her shirt reads, “Don’t
tread on me.”)
Alexander and her friends struggled to establish each of their rights at the newly co-educational
Yale University. After quitting flute, Alexander joined the crew and used Title IX to demand gender
equality there, too. The male crew had a boat house with showers near the river where they practiced,
but the women did not. In winter, the men went to practice in warm Florida, while the women stayed
in Connecticut, trying to avoid the dangerous ice on the river that would break their boats apart.
In her junior year, 40 members of the team stripped naked and after writing “Title IX” on their
backs and chests with blue magic marker, they staged a sit-in in the office of the Director of Athletics.
“Several days after it appeared in the New York Times, we got a trailer equipped with hot showers.”
If American universities looked down on women, so did Japanese universities. After a faculty
meeting, a colleague told Alexander that, “I can handle having foreigners at a faculty meeting but
women….”
Alexander now also heads the university Gender Equality Office, but she says that women still
comprise only about twenty percent of the faculty. There is a sexual harassment grievance

procedure but it is hard for victims to use. Alexander has helped students including international
students, both officially and in her personal time. “Women students from developing countries often
encounter sexual harassment because they are in the weakest position.”
Alexander says that that is where the essence of sexual harassment lies.
“In Japan, people still think of it as just an individual problem. Maybe they think that as long as
they don’t do anything listed in the sexual harassment manual then they are OK. But that isn’t the
problem. The idea treating the other person with respect is completely lacking.”
What we learned from the sexual harassment incident involving former finance secretary
FUKUDA Junichi is that in Kasumigasaki (the national government offices), there is not even a
semblance of gender equality. Finance Minister ASO Taro did not treat the situation seriously but
rather said, “(the former finance secretary) might have been framed and that ‘sexual harassment is
not a crime.’” In response to criticism, he showed no remorse, saying “I've been told it makes light
of sexual harassment,” making it seem as if he was not talking about himself.
“The men who dismiss sexual harassment and scoff at the idea of asking permission before
they kiss someone are not aware of their own power. We talk about gender equality but everywhere
you go, men are in positions of power. If a woman does not conform to rules and standards created
by men, she cannot get ahead.” People need to be aware of the long history and reality of inequality.
In the seventies and eighties, Alexander and her friends raised their voices in the United States
because they believed that what happened to Alexander should not happen to anyone else.
“In those days, we didn’t have a word for sexual harassment in education. We created that term.
It is important to create an environment where people can talk about sexual harassment before it
escalates. But first people have to understand that sexual harassment is a serious violation of human
rights. In Japan people tend to associate discrimination with race or religion, but it is much more
than that.”
Editor’s memo
Alexander says that in Palestine, she continually thought about which comes first, hope or social
change. There is no answer to that question, but the path of her life shows her involvement with
both elements. The courage of those women students to open a space in American society teaches
us where hope comes from. (Yoko) 2018.5.12

